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Post-confirmation committee of unse-
cured creditors of Chapter 11 debtor, a
telecommunications service provider,
brought preference avoidance proceeding
against the Universal Service Adminis-
trative Company (USAC), a nonprofit
corporation to which the Federal Com-
munication Commission (FCC) has dele-
gated responsibility for collecting and
disbursing funds to support ‘‘universal
service’’ pursuant to the Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996. The United States
Bankruptcy Court for the Central Dis-
trict of California, Ryan, J., granted
summary judgment in favor of USAC,
and committee appealed. The Bankruptcy
Appellate Panel (BAP), Lee, J., sitting
by designation, held that USAC was not
a ‘‘conduit’’ of the funds but, rather,
qualified as a ‘‘transferee’’ from which an

avoidable preferential transfer could be
recovered.

Reversed and remanded.

1. Bankruptcy O3782
Summary judgments are reviewed de

novo.

2. Bankruptcy O3779, 3783
In reviewing the bankruptcy court’s

grant of summary judgment, the Bank-
ruptcy Appellate Panel (BAP) construes
the summary judgment evidence in the
light most favorable to the nonmoving par-
ty, determining whether there are genuine
issues of material fact and whether the
lower court correctly applied the relevant
law.

3. Bankruptcy O2701
Under the Bankruptcy Code, an

avoided transfer may be recovered from,
inter alia, a ‘‘transferee’’ of the property.
Bankr.Code, 11 U.S.C.A. §§ 547(b), 550(a).

4. Bankruptcy O2701
Fundamental analysis of whether a

person is a ‘‘transferee’’ from which an
avoidable preferential transfer can be re-
covered does not require a determination
of dominion or control; rather, the general
rule is that the party who receives a trans-
fer of property directly from the debtor is
the initial ‘‘transferee.’’  Bankr.Code, 11
U.S.C.A. §§ 547(b), 550(a).

 See publication Words and Phras-
es for other judicial constructions
and definitions.

5. Bankruptcy O2701
‘‘Dominion or control’’ test was estab-

lished by the Seventh Circuit in its Bonded
Financial decision as an equitable excep-
tion to the general rule that the party who
receives a transfer of property directly
from the debtor is the initial transferee
from which an avoidable preferential
transfer can be recovered, in an effort to
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protect entities, such as banks, that act as
financial intermediaries.  Bankr.Code, 11
U.S.C.A. §§ 547(b), 550(a).

6. Bankruptcy O2701
Pursuant to the Seventh Circuit’s

Bonded Financial decision, a ‘‘conduit,’’
one who merely passed an asset to the
transferee pursuant to a legal or contrac-
tual duty, should not be held liable for the
return of an avoidable transfer.  Bankr.
Code, 11 U.S.C.A. §§ 547(b), 550(a).

 See publication Words and Phras-
es for other judicial constructions
and definitions.

7. Bankruptcy O2701
Universal Service Administrative

Company (USAC), a nonprofit corporation
to which the Federal Communication Com-
mission (FCC) has delegated responsibility
for collecting and disbursing funds to sup-
port ‘‘universal service’’ pursuant to the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, was not a
‘‘conduit’’ of universal service fund contri-
butions collected from Chapter 11 debtor-
telecommunication service provider but,
rather, qualified as a ‘‘transferee’’ from
which an avoidable preferential transfer
could be recovered; debtor’s transfer to
USAC did not involve a two-step transac-
tion, as USAC did not collect the funds as
an agent for a third party, but, instead,
acquired title to the funds as the actual
recipient of the transfer.  Bankr.Code, 11
U.S.C.A. §§ 547(b), 550(a); Communica-
tions Act of 1934, §§ 3, 251 et seq., as
amended, 47 U.S.C.A. §§ 153, 251 et seq.;
47 C.F.R. § 54.1 et seq.

Michael R. Adele, Albert, Weiland &
Golden, LLP, Costa Mesa, CA, for Post–

Confirmation Committee of Unsecured
Creditors.

Jonathan T. Cain, Mintz, Levin, Cohn,
Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C., Reston,
VA, for Universal Service Administrative
Company.

Before LEE,1 KLEIN and MONTALI,
Bankruptcy Judges.

OPINION

LEE, Bankruptcy Judge.

The Post–Confirmation Committee of
Unsecured Creditors of Incomnet Commu-
nications Corporation (the ‘‘Committee’’)
appeals the bankruptcy court’s grant of
summary judgment in favor of the Univer-
sal Service Administrative Company
(‘‘USAC’’) in this avoidable preference ac-
tion.  The bankruptcy court reasoned that
USAC was not a ‘‘transferee’’ from which
an avoidable preferential transfer could be
recovered.  We REVERSE and RE-
MAND.

FACTS

Under the Telecommunications Act of
1996 (47 U.S.C. § 254 et seq., the ‘‘Act’’),
Congress established a program to sup-
port the development of affordable, nation-
wide telecommunication services, common-
ly referred to as ‘‘universal service.’’  To
fund this program, the Act requires that
all providers of interstate telecommunica-
tions and telecommunication services con-
tribute a percentage of their interstate and
international revenues (the ‘‘Funds’’) to
support universal service.2  The Federal

1. Hon. W. Richard Lee, Bankruptcy Judge for
the Eastern District of California, sitting by
designation.

2. Each telecommunications provider is as-
sessed a quarterly universal service contribu-
tion based on the provider’s revenue.  47
C.F.R. § 54.709(a).
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Communication Commission (the ‘‘FCC’’)
is charged with the statutory responsibility
for oversight of the universal service pro-
gram.  The FCC, in turn, has delegated to
USAC, a Delaware nonprofit corporation,
responsibility for the collection, manage-
ment, investment and disbursement of the
Funds.  See 47 C.F.R. § 54 et seq.  USAC
ultimately disburses these Funds to
schools, libraries, health care providers,
low-income consumers, and subscribers in
high cost areas to subsidize the cost of
telecommunication services.

Incomnet Communications Corporation
(‘‘Incomnet’’), a telecommunications service
provider, filed for chapter 11 relief on Sep-
tember 2, 1999.  USAC timely filed a proof
of claim in the amount of $545,142.11 based
on Incomnet’s unpaid universal service
contributions.  Incomnet did make approx-
imately $470,000 of universal service con-
tributions to USAC within ninety days of
its bankruptcy filing (the ‘‘Transfer’’).  In
May 2002, the bankruptcy court confirmed
Incomnet’s Third Amended Plan of Reor-
ganization (the ‘‘Plan’’).  Pursuant to the
Plan and the order confirming the Plan,

the Committee is the successor to the Offi-
cial Committee of Unsecured Creditors
and has the powers of a trustee to repre-
sent the interests of Incomnet’s estate.
The Committee then filed this adversary
proceeding seeking to avoid the Transfer
as a preference.  11 U.S.C. § 547(b).

On June 5, 2002, USAC moved for sum-
mary judgment on the grounds that
USAC, by virtue of the FCC regulation,
could not qualify as a ‘‘transferee’’ under
§ 550(a).3  USAC argued that it is so
heavily regulated by the FCC that it can-
not put the Funds it collects to its own
purpose with ‘‘unfettered discretion.’’ 4

USAC relied on a line of cases which hold
that a ‘‘conduit’’ lacks the requisite degree
of dominion or control over the subject
property to qualify as a ‘‘transferee.’’

At oral argument of the summary judg-
ment motion, USAC acknowledged that it
holds legal title to the Funds and deposits
them in its own bank accounts.5  The
bankruptcy court questioned which entity,
other than USAC, did have sufficient do-
minion or control over the Transfer to

3. Unless otherwise indicated, all ‘‘chapter’’
and ‘‘section’’ references are to the United
States Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. §§ 101–
1330.

4. The activities of USAC, the amount of the
contributions collected by USAC, and the ac-
tual disbursement of the Funds are regulated
by the FCC. See 47 C.F.R. § 54 et seq.  The
amount of the universal service support con-
tributions is calculated by the FCC under a
prescribed formula for each service provider.
47 C.F.R. § 54.709(a)(2).  Each quarter, the
FCC adjusts the percentage that a carrier
must contribute to ensure sufficient funding.
47 C.F.R. § 54.709(a)(3).  These Funds are
ultimately disbursed to pay USAC’s operating
expenses and to various agencies to support
telecommunication services described, supra.
Before it may make any disbursement, USAC
must submit its quarterly budget to the FCC
for review.  47 C.F.R. §§ 54.709(a)(3),
54.715(c).  USAC is prohibited from disburs-

ing any Funds prior to the FCC’s approval of
USAC’s quarterly budget.  47 C.F.R.
§ 54.715(c).

5. In both parties’ pleadings and the bankrupt-
cy court’s opinion, there is repeated reference
to a Universal Service Fund (the ‘‘Fund’’).
Based on this concept of a ‘‘Fund,’’ there was
significant briefing over whether USAC was
properly sued in its capacity as a ‘‘representa-
tive’’ of the ‘‘Fund.’’ This panel was unable to
find any legislative authority for the creation
of this ‘‘Fund’’ as a separate legal entity.
Further, when this panel questioned USAC’s
counsel on the matter at oral argument, he
acknowledged that there is no separate legal
entity called the ‘‘Universal Service Fund.’’
The bankruptcy court’s grant of summary
judgment was not based on the conclusion
that USAC was not a proper party.  However,
as we hold that USAC was the transferee of
the Funds, it would appear that USAC was
sued in the proper capacity.
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qualify as the transferee.  In other words,
who was USAC the ‘‘conduit’’ for?  USAC
offered no alternative transferee.6  On De-
cember 20, 2002, the bankruptcy court
granted summary judgment in favor of
USAC based on its conclusion that USAC
did not have the requisite degree of ‘‘unfet-
tered control’’ over the Transfer to qualify
as a transferee under § 550(a).7  The
Committee timely appealed.

ISSUES

1) Was USAC the actual recipient of the
Transfer?

2) Did the FCC’s regulation of USAC
effectively exempt USAC from liability un-
der § 550(a)?

JURISDICTION

The bankruptcy court had jurisdiction
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1334 and
157(b)(2)(F).  A judgment based on the
grant of a motion for summary judgment
is a final order and we have jurisdiction

under 28 U.S.C. § 158(a) & (b).  The no-
tice of appeal was timely filed, and there
have been no intervening occurrences to
render this appeal moot.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

[1, 2] Summary judgments are re-
viewed de novo.  Danning v. Miller (In re
Bullion Reserve of N. Am.), 922 F.2d 544
(9th Cir.1991).  Construing the summary
judgment evidence in the light most favor-
able to the nonmoving party, the Panel
must determine whether there are genuine
issues of material fact and whether the
lower court correctly applied the relevant
law.  Id.

DISCUSSION

As the material facts in this case appear
to be without dispute, this analysis will
focus on whether the bankruptcy court
correctly applied the relevant law.8

[3] The Committee seeks to avoid the
Transfer under § 547(b).9  Pursuant to

6. USAC did suggest that the FCC might quali-
fy as a transferee due to its control over the
‘‘ultimate destiny’’ of the Funds.  However,
USAC failed to develop any theory to demon-
strate how the FCC might qualify as a credi-
tor within the scope of 11 U.S.C. § 547(b)(1).

At oral argument of the appeal, this panel
again raised the issue of which entity, other
than USAC, had sufficient dominion or con-
trol over the Transfer to qualify as the trans-
feree.  This time, USAC’s counsel suggested
that the schools, libraries, et al. that ultimate-
ly receive the benefits of the universal service
program may be the proper transferees.  This
panel then inquired as to how the recipients,
or the FCC for that matter, might qualify as
creditors under 11 U.S.C. § 547(b)(1).
USAC’s counsel was unable to respond.

7. USAC raised the ‘‘ordinary course’’ defense
in its answer to the complaint.  As the sum-
mary judgment ruling terminated the litiga-
tion, the trial court never considered the mer-
its of this defense.

8. Although both parties acknowledge that
USAC is a highly-regulated organization,

there appears to be some dispute as to the
level of discretion USAC has in how it uses
and distributes the Funds.  It is our opinion
that as long as USAC was the recipient of the
Transfer, the actual level of discretion USAC
may have in use of the Funds is immaterial.

9. Section 547(b) provides:

Except as provided in subsection (c) of this
section, the trustee may avoid any transfer of
an interest of the debtor in property—

(1) to or for the benefit of a creditor;
(2) for or on account of an antecedent debt
owed by the debtor before such transfer
was made;
(3) made while the debtor was insolvent;
(4) made—

(A) on or within 90 day before the date of
the filing of the petition;  or
(B) between ninety days and one year
before the date of the filing of the petition
if such creditor at the time of such trans-
fer was an insider;  and

(5) that enables such creditor to receive
more that such creditor would receive if—
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§ 550(a), an avoided transfer may be re-
covered from, inter alia, a ‘‘transferee’’ of
the property.10  However, neither the
Bankruptcy Code nor the legislative histo-
ry define the term ‘‘transferee’’ for pur-
poses of § 550(a).  The bankruptcy court
concluded that USAC did not qualify as a
‘‘transferee’’ under § 550(a) because it did
not have ‘‘unfettered control’’ over the
Funds. In other words, the bankruptcy
court reasoned that even if the Transfer
were successfully avoided, the Committee
could not recover the Transfer from
USAC.

In reaching this conclusion, the bank-
ruptcy court relied on a line of cases which
develop the Seventh Circuit’s ‘‘dominion or
control’’ test first established in Bonded
Financial Services, Inc. v. European
American Bank, 838 F.2d 890 (7th Cir.
1988), and later adopted by the Ninth Cir-
cuit in Bullion Reserve.  However, we
hold that Bonded Financial, Bullion Re-
serve, and the other cases applying the
‘‘dominion or control’’ test are inapplicable
here because they are ‘‘conduit’’ cases,
while the present case is not.

[4–6] The fundamental analysis of
whether a person is a ‘‘transferee’’ does
not require a determination of dominion or
control.  Section 550 makes no mention of
‘‘dominion or control’’ as an element of

relief.  Rather, the general rule is that
‘‘the party who receives a transfer of prop-
erty directly from the debtor is the initial
transferee.’’  5 Collier on Bankruptcy
[15th Ed. Revised], ¶ 550.02[4][a], pg. 550–
18 (acknowledging that the ‘‘conduit’’ rule
is an equitable exception to this general
rule).  The Seventh Circuit established the
‘‘dominion or control’’ test as an equitable
exception to the general rule in an effort to
protect entities, such as banks, that act as
‘‘financial intermediaries.’’  Bonded Fi-
nancial, 838 F.2d 890.  In other words,
the Seventh Circuit held that a ‘‘conduit,’’
one who merely passed an asset to the
transferee pursuant to a legal or contrac-
tual duty, should not be held liable for the
return of an avoidable transfer.  Id.

In Bonded Financial, the chapter 7
trustee of the debtor corporation brought
an adversary proceeding against a bank to
recover a fraudulent conveyance.  The
transfer involved a check from the debtor
payable to the bank’s order, but trans-
ferred with the express instructions to de-
posit the check in the debtor’s president’s
personal account.  The Seventh Circuit
created the ‘‘dominion or control’’ test in
the context of trying to distinguish be-
tween the transferee and a ‘‘conduit’’—an
entity that merely transfers funds from
the debtor to the actual transferee.11  The

(A) the case were a case under chapter 7
of this title;
(B) the transfer had not been made;  and
(C) such creditor received payment of
such debt to the extent provided by the
provisions of this title.

10. Section 550(a) provides:

Except as otherwise provided in this sec-
tion, to the extent that a transfer is avoided
under section 544, 545, 547, 548, 549,
553(b), or 724(a) of this title, the trustee
may recover for the benefit of the estate, the
property transferred, or, if the court so or-
ders, the value of such property, from—

(1) the initial transferee of such transfer
or the entity for whose benefit such trans-
fer was made;  or
(2) any immediate or mediate transferee
of such initial transferee.

11. In creating this equitable exception for
‘‘conduits,’’ the Seventh Circuit recognized
the following policy concern:

The check-clearing system processes more
than 100 million instruments every day;
most pass through several banks as part of
the collection process;  each bank may be
an owner of the instrument or agent for
purposes of collecting at any given moment.
Some of these instruments represent funds
fraudulently conveyed out of bankrupts, yet
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court stated that ‘‘the minimum require-
ment of status as a ‘transferee’ is dominion
over the money or other asset, the right to
put the money to one’s own purposes.
When A gives a check to B as agent for C,
then C is the ‘initial transferee’;  the agent
may be disregarded.’’  838 F.2d at 893.  In
its analysis of the facts, the court stressed
that the bank ‘‘received nothing from
Bonded that it could call its own;  the Bank
was not Bonded’s creditor TTTT’’ Id.

The court emphasized that it was the
debtor’s president, not the bank, who had
control over the transferred funds, observ-
ing that ‘‘[the president] was free to invest
the whole $200,000 in lottery tickets or
uranium stocks.’’  Id. at 893–894.  Based
on the bank’s inability to use the funds for
its own purposes, the Seventh Circuit held
that the bank was merely a ‘‘conduit’’ and
could not qualify as a ‘‘transferee’’ under
§ 550(a).  However, the court was cogni-
zant that its ruling had a limited applica-
tion, noting, ‘‘[s]o the two-step transaction
is indeed different from the one-step trans-
action we hypothesized at the beginning of
this discussion.’’  Id. at 894.

The Ninth Circuit adopted the Seventh
Circuit’s ‘‘dominion or control’’ test in Bul-
lion Reserve, another fraudulent transfer
case.  922 F.2d 544.  In Bullion Reserve,
the disputed transaction involved a trans-
fer of funds from the debtor corporation,
through the debtor’s president, then in the
form of a collateralized ‘‘loan’’ made to the
directors of another company (‘‘CBC’’).
The transaction was a scheme to sell

shares of CBC stock (the collateral) to the
debtor’s president.12  There was no dis-
pute that the debtor’s president was the
‘‘initial transferee’’ of the funds.  The
chapter 7 trustee sought to recover the
‘‘loan’’ proceeds from one of the directors
of CBC (‘‘Miller’’) as the ‘‘entity for whose
benefit such transfer was made.’’  The
Ninth Circuit applied the Seventh Circuit’s
‘‘dominion or control’’ test and held that
Miller was not a transferee.  Id. at 549.
The Ninth Circuit relied on the fact that
Miller was under a contractual obligation
to pledge the CBC stock immediately to
the debtor’s president as part of the ‘‘loan
agreement.’’  As such, the court concluded
that Miller did not have dominion or con-
trol over the money in that he could not
‘‘put the money to [his] own purposes.’’
Id. The Ninth Circuit further reasoned
that Miller ‘‘would not become a transferee
unless and until he gained the beneficial
interest in the stock TTTT’’ Id.

In reaching its conclusion, the Ninth
Circuit paraphrased the Seventh Circuit’s
‘‘dominion or control’’ test and stated that
‘‘an entity does not have ‘dominion over
the money’ until it is, in essence, ‘free to
invest the whole [amount] in lottery tickets
or uranium stocks.’ ’’  922 F.2d at 549
citing Bonded, 838 F.2d at 894. (emphasis
added).  While the Seventh Circuit used
the ‘‘lottery tickets or uranium stocks’’
metaphor as a way to contrast the differ-
ence between the ‘‘conduit’’ and the ‘‘trans-
feree,’’ the Ninth Circuit’s inclusion of the
term ‘‘until’’ seemingly extends the ‘‘lot-

the cost of checking back on the earlier
transferors would be staggeringTTTT Expos-
ing financial intermediaries and couriers to
the risk of disgorging a ‘‘fraudulent convey-
ance’’ in such circumstances would lead
them to take precautions, the costs of which
would fall on solvent customers without
significantly increasing the protection of
creditors.

838 F.2d at 893.

12. The CBC stock was not purchased directly
by the debtor’s president because CBC could
not wait for the necessary permits to sell the
shares.  Accordingly, the directors of CBC
acquired the shares and pledged them to the
debtor’s president as collateral for the ‘‘loan.’’
The debtor’s president would then acquire the
CBC shares by foreclosing against the collat-
eral.
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tery tickets or uranium stocks’’ phrase to
define ‘‘dominion or control.’’

This panel later applied the ‘‘dominion
or control’’ test in McCarty v. Richard
James Enterprises, Inc. (In re Presiden-
tial Corp.), 180 B.R. 233 (9th Cir. BAP
1995).  In McCarty, the debtor corporation
had placed funds directly in escrow to fund
the purchase of a home for its president.
At the close of escrow, the funds were
distributed to various parties, including the
seller’s real estate agent.  The trustee
sought to recover the real estate agent’s
commission.  We held that the president,
not the realtor, ‘‘was the initial transferee,
based on the fact that the escrow agent
received the funds from the debtor as
agent for [the president].’’  Id. at 237.  We
reasoned that the president ‘‘had dominion
or control even though he contractually
limited that dominion or control.’’  Id. at
237–238.

Although our prior panel relied on the
Ninth Circuit’s ‘‘lottery tickets or uranium
stocks’’ statement in Bullion Reserve, we
also noted that ‘‘courts should ‘step back
and evaluate a transaction in its entirety to
make sure that their conclusions are logi-
cal and equitable.’ ’’  Id. at 236 (citing
Bullion Reserve, 922 F.2d at 549 (quoting
Nordberg v. Societe Generale (In re Chase
& Sanborn Corp.), 848 F.2d 1196, 1199
(11th Cir.1988))).

[7] The key distinguishing factor in the
present case is that the Transfer to USAC
did not involve a two-step transaction—
USAC was not a ‘‘conduit’’ to the transfer-
ee.  USAC does not collect the Funds as
an agent for a third party, as in all the
cases relied upon by USAC and the bank-
ruptcy court.  This case does not fit in the
model referred to in Bonded Financial
where A transfers property to B as an
agent for C.

In reaching its decision, the bankruptcy
court took the established ‘‘dominion or

control’’ test beyond the realm of ‘‘conduit’’
cases for which the test was created by
applying it, for the first time, in the con-
text of a one-step transaction—a non-con-
duit case.  The bankruptcy court inter-
preted the holding in Bullion Reserve to
suggest that the ‘‘dominion or control’’ test
should be applied as a general screening
test:  i.e. to qualify as a ‘‘transferee,’’ an
entity must have the ability to use the
subject assets for any purpose it desires.
The bankruptcy court interpreted the ‘‘lot-
tery tickets or uranium stocks’’ phrase to
mean that any ‘‘transferee’’ under § 550(a)
must have ‘‘unfettered control’’ over the
assets.

We do not believe that the bankruptcy
court’s application of the ‘‘dominion or con-
trol’’ test is consistent with the Ninth Cir-
cuit’s purpose in adopting the test.  The
‘‘dominion or control’’ test was created to
contrast the difference between the trans-
feree and the conduit, and not to create a
new class of entities which may be exempt
from § 550.  We do not believe that the
Ninth Circuit intended to create a new
equitable exception to § 550, nor do we
believe it intended for the ‘‘dominion or
control’’ test to be applied in the case of a
one-step transaction.

As this is not a ‘‘conduit’’ case, this panel
must fall back on the general rule that the
party who receives a transfer of property
directly from the debtor is the initial
transferee.  As a practical matter, the
Transfer cannot be recovered from the
beneficiaries of the universal service pro-
gram after it has been commingled with
the other Funds in USAC’s bank account
and distributed to the schools, libraries, et
al.  We also note that USAC filed the
proof of claim as the entity vested with the
power to recover Incomnet’s unpaid uni-
versal service assessments.  It is only logi-
cal and equitable that USAC be the party
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against whom recovery may be sought
pursuant to § 550(a).  As the Transfer was
made in a one-step transaction, and it is
undisputed that USAC acquired title to the
Funds as the recipient of the Transfer,
this panel holds that USAC was a ‘‘trans-
feree’’ under § 550(a).

CONCLUSION

USAC was a ‘‘transferee’’ under
§ 550(a) in that it was the actual recipient
of the Transfer.  Although there were no
apparent issues of material fact, USAC
was not entitled to judgment as a matter
of law.  The bankruptcy court’s grant of
USAC’s summary judgment motion is RE-
VERSED and this matter is REMAND-
ED for further proceedings consistent with
this decision.

,
  

In re Joseph HILLS, Debtor.

Joseph Hills, Plaintiff,

v.

OCWEN Federal Bank, FSB:  Fidelity
National Title Insurance Company;
AHG Equities Limited Partnership,
an Arizona limited partnership;  402
Property Wholesalers, L.L.C.,an Ari-
zona limited liability company;  Johan
and Jane Does I–V;  Black and White
Entities I–V, Defendants.

Bankruptcy No. 01–03850–PHX–SSC.
Adversary No. 01–1235.

United States Bankruptcy Court,
D. Arizona.

Dec. 2, 2002.

Chapter 13 debtor brought adversary
proceeding for determination of validity of

trustee’s sale of deed of trust property.
The Bankruptcy Court, Sarah Sharer Cur-
ley, Chief Judge, held that: (1) debtor
could not set aside deed of trust foreclo-
sure sale that was completed prepetition,
based upon alleged irregularities in sale,
given complete lack of any credible evi-
dence that purchaser had received any im-
proper information which would affect its
status under Arizona law as good faith
purchaser for value and without notice, or
which would vitiate its ability to rely on
trustee’s deed; (2) debtor failed to demon-
strate, as basis to set aside deed of trust
foreclosure sale that was completed pre-
petition, that bid information was not post-
ed and provided to public in timely manner
in accordance with Arizona law; and (3)
debtor failed to demonstrate that sale was
not properly continued.

So ordered.

1. Mortgages O374

Under Arizona law, trustee’s deed cre-
ates presumption of compliance, and is
conclusive evidence that trustee’s sale of
deed of trust property was conducted reg-
ularly, in accordance with required statuto-
ry notice provisions.  A.R.S. § 33–811,
subd. B.

2. Mortgages O372(3)

Under Arizona law, purchaser who
purchases deed of trust property for value
without actual notice of any alleged defect
in notice of trustee’s sale holds good title
by means of trustee’s deed issued in its
favor; deed of trust grantor’s sole remedy,
if he is able to prove that there were any
irregularities with sale, is to proceed
against deed of trust creditor or trustee.
A.R.S. § 33–811, subd. B.

3. Mortgages O369(2, 3)

Under Arizona law, deed of trust fore-
closure sale is void when there are


